MI-SOLID-M/-L Installation and Maintenance Instructions

Installation Considerations

Install interceptor as close as practical to fixture or fixtures being served. The interceptor may be set on the floor, partially recessed, with top flush with the floor, or fully recessed below the floor to suit piping and structural conditions. The interceptor lid is pedestrian load rated.

Anticipate sufficient clearance for removal of the interceptor cover for cleaning. Avoid installation wherein long runs of pipe (exceeding 25ft.) are necessary to reach interceptor. This precaution will preclude the possibility of pipeline becoming clogged with sediment and debris.

All installation recommendations are subject to approval of code authority.

Installation

Properly install interceptor per all considerations and approval of code authority. Make sure that the interceptor lid is tight. Fill the interceptor and check for leaks.

Maintenance Considerations

To obtain optimum operating efficiency of a properly size and installed interceptor, a regular schedule of maintenance must be adhered to.

Maintenance

Open the lid and take out the sediment bucket. Remove all sediment and debris from the sediment bucket. Remove any debris that still remains in the interceptor. Properly dispose of the sediment. Inspect the sediment bucket for any corrosion and determine if it needs to be replaced. Check the gasket for the lid; it may need to be replaced if there are any tears or rips. Reinstall the lid.